Better Spaces.

Better Dining.

Repeat Visits.

“75 percent of consumers will not visit or patronize a
restaurant with negative reviews about its cleanliness”*
That’s bad enough. Now imagine your employees are stressed and your equipment is failing.
Just like your employees and your food, your spaces represent your brand. They are a vital
part of how your company delivers an exceptional customer experience, so how you attend to
them makes all the difference. That experience starts the moment your customer approaches
your doors. Our goal is to ensure that your spaces are always at their best––that they’re clean,
welcoming, fully functioning, and safe—so that your teams can focus entirely on the customer
and your brand’s desired outcomes.
We’re a dedicated team of facilities experts that believes in the power of your spaces. And
as your partner, we’ll deliver the consultative know-how, trade expertise, 24/7 live support,
and the all-inclusive provider management you need to support exceptional customer
experiences. We take away the headaches, minimize disruptions, and eliminate inefficiency
and waste—all while providing transparency and peace of mind.

Imagine delivering better customer
experiences while saving

5-20%
on your maintenance program.
*Harris Poll for Cintas Corporation
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What does this mean to your organization?
Your facilities management team will have the freedom—and data—to focus on strategy.
Let us match the right people to the right job to ensure your restaurants are properly maintained and
functioning as they should. We’ll handle the day-to-day execution so that your team can transform
your maintenance program into a strategic advantage by focusing on data and insights that will drive
performance and savings.
Your finance team has simplified reconciliation and guaranteed compliance controls.
We not only streamline billing and reconciliation while monitoring compliance, but we also help you
more accurately budget and forecast as well as plan for capital projects. Know what to expect every
week, every month, and every year—and receive tailored actionable insights to optimize spend.
Your procurement team can leverage our purchasing power.
We have relationships with more than 20,000 service providers as well as leading parts
manufacturers. Not only will your team pay the right price for the right repairs, but you’ll also have full
transparency into spend and your portfolio’s total cost of ownership.
Your employees can focus on the customer.
Staffing your locations is one of your biggest challenges even in the best of times. Today more than
ever, you need your employees taking care of your customers, unhampered by emergency situations
and faulty equipment.
What does this mean to you?
Two very important words—brand assurance.
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How we make it happen
SMS Assist is committed to elevating the standard of your customer experiences and giving your facilities
management decision-makers the freedom to focus on high-level brand outcomes. That’s all possible with
the help of our people, our platform, and our processes.
People: Dedicated customer support personnel, knowledgeable subject matter experts, and some
of the finest strategic and analytical minds in the industry today.
Platform: One by SMS Assist™ is not just another work order management system—it’s an
integrated facilities platform, tailor-made for a modern facilities portfolio. It serves as a centralized,
single source of truth for maintenance activity and knowledge at your locations.
Processes: We’re focused on making every work order better than the last. After re-engineering the
maintenance process from the ground up, we’ve discovered which elements benefit from automation
and which deserve a human touch. And we’re bringing new insights to the table every day.
Other benefits include:
A national strategy: Every location, no matter where, will uphold the same brand and quality
standards. Your program will enable timely, quality service at every restaurant location.
Budgeting and cost reduction: A data-informed IFM partner will keep facilities spend in check by
reducing costs associated with back-office overhead, technology updates, and direct maintenance
spend. SMS Assist’s purchasing power and access to data insights will help you reduce costs,
maintain efficiencies, and continuously refine your program.
Risk management: Ensuring providers have the necessary certifications and insurance is
overwhelming, time-consuming, and costly. SMS Assist will assume that responsibility as well as
provide you with additional indemnification and insurance coverage.
Scalability: Priorities change. As your facilities open and close to fit changing corporate strategies, an
IFM partner will provide the flexibility required to scale without adding overhead.

Want to learn how leading restaurant chains are partnering
with SMS Assist to deliver exceptional customer experiences?
It only takes one call.
w: smsassist.com

t: (312) 698-7000

e: dturner@smsassist.com
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